
ELMER THE PATCHWORK ELEPHANT

Elmer the Patchwork Elephant (often shortened to Elmer) is a children's picture book series by the British author David
McKee.

Spin-offs[ edit ] In Autumn , the animated character himself was turned into a children's television series,
titled Elmer The Patchwork Elephant and Friends, consisting of forty twenty-five-minute episodes. We call
him Blakey Blue Blue so I called the monster [whom Elmer finds sobbing at the outset because of his
alienatingly terrifying roar] Bloo Bloo. Then, having got the hump, Denver sets up in another town,
successfully takes up painting, and dispenses largesse there. The uninteresting-looking grey elephants with
whom he lived at the river had been teasing him for his dazzling skin of many colours. That's how it started.
He tries on a knight's outfit and then found himself not in the changing room but fighting a dragon. She is
darker skinned because her mother was Anglo-Indian, but my daughter is beautiful â€” as was my wife. But it
was Mr Benn that made him famous. In the book, Denver is a rich man who gives away his money generously
and is beloved by his community â€” until a suspicious stranger arrives in town asking why everyone can't
share more equally. Following their happy reunion, the elephants reassure Elmer that they love him because of
his differences, and not in spite of them, and they celebrate by painting themselves in multi-coloured paint and
Elmer paints himself gray , in recognition of Elmer's unique appearance and personality. For television
viewers of a certain age mine for example , Mr Benn is apt to give one a Proustian rush, thanks to the minute
adventures that McKee made for the BBC in the early s. One day, Elmer decides that he wants to look like all
the other elephants, and paints himself grey in order to 'blend in'. The first Elmer story was published in and
then went out of print until the character was resurrected by a different publisher 25 years ago. Our hero would
retreat into the changing room, and find himself in an adventurous location dressed for the part the changing
room was to Mr Benn what the wardrobe was to the Narnia stories. When it begins to rain, the grey paint that
Elmer has covered himself with starts to disappear, and Elmer's "true colours" are revealed, much to the
delight of his friends, who preferred his multicoloured and fun loving personality. Today, McKee describes
himself as a full-time carer for his second wife and still paints and writes. Once painted, they - and the other
jungle creatures - no longer recognise him. It was inspired by the mascot of the Bordeaux zoo which closed in
in France. By way of an answer, McKee, 79, tells me a story. Satoshi Kitamura carried out the Japanese
translation. The books[ edit ] Elmer was first published by Dobson Books in , and re-issued with re-drawn
illustrations in a slightly shortened version by Andersen Press in  Then it starts to rain, and the grey paint
washes off Elmer, revealing his true colours. Not only do the other elephants fail to recognise the grey Elmer,
they don't accept him as one of their own. An earlier version said McKee wrote the first Elmer story 25 years
ago.


